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Black Plateau Temple:
This stepped pyramid
temple sits on a 100ft
high rocky plateau.
Inside is the same as
the Bird Temple
(Location F), without
the secret caves
behind the statue.
Two Godseyes can be
found in the statue.

A

Entrance: The entrance into the
stepped pyramid is weathered

and crumbling. It could collapse
at any point.

Introduction: The players are shipwrecked during a great storm. They awake on a beach, little of use
from the ship they travelled on remains. The island is covered in a dense jungle, and dead birds lie on
the ground in most places. There is nothing but ocean as far as the eye can see. The players need to
figure out how to escape the island. They need to collect all six Godseyes, and find the portal chamber.
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Jungle Temple: This stepped
pyramid is in the heart of
the island jungle. Inside is
also the same as the Bird
Temple (Location F),
without the secret caves
behind the statue. Only one
Godseye can be found in the
statue here. The other was
stolen by a villager.

B

Deserted Village: A
bird-worshipping tribe
once lived in the huts of
this deserted village.
Their skeletons remain.
One has a Godseye in a
leather pouch.

D

Island Bird Temple:
See opposite –>

F

Volcano: Still active, the volcano
occasionally spews hot lava and
poisonous gases (the reason for
the dead birds and deserted
village).

C

Talonstones: A series of tall 30’
tall spires in a ring formation,
created by Lava Ants.

E

Portal to the mainland

Stairway: Crumbling
stone steps descend into
the darkness below. Old

traps still exist.

Temple: A temple to the bird god, Corvoth.
The room contains four semi-circular niches, each is empty

but once contained offersings to the god left by the villagers.
The statue is intact and made of stones and mudbricks, and

painted black with a  gold beak. The two eyes are rubies worth
100 gold coins each. These rubies, called The Godseyes, are

required to activate the portal to the mainland.

The floor is marked with strange symbols carved into the
floor, as well as symbols carved into the entrance archway.

These suggest (to someone versed in the arcane arts) that
some kind of portal exists somewhere on the island

Location          only: A secret door can be found in the plinth,
behind the statue.

Descending Stair: Behind the
secret door, a carved stairway
descends down into the cold.

Waterfall Cave: A large
waterfall descends into the

cave. A submerged tunnel leads
into Location 7. The stream

creating the waterfall leads to a
hidden cave at the base of the
cliffs at the edge of the small

island

Behind the Waterfall: A chamber
that contains a skeletal bird

guardian protecting a nest of
long-smashed eggshells and some

odd bits of loot.

Portal Chamber: The
waterfilled tunnels

emerages into the portal
chamber. An archway with
six recesses is set into one

wall of the cave. The
Godseyes can be placed here,

and the portal will activate

Hidden Coracle: An old coracle
and a paddle is hidden in the
undergrowth here. Suitable for
one person. It has a small hole
which can be plugged or used as
is, providing the water is bailed
out occasionally. A brave paddler
could use it to get from the large
island to Location F.

G

Dangers: The waters around the island
have dangerous currents and sharks!
The jungle has many large, chitinous
insects and snakes. The volcano spews
lava and noxious gases.
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